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DocFinity Intelligent Capture
DocFinity Intelligent Capture powered by IRISXtract for Documents™, 
enables you to further automate the indexing of documents, trigger 
workfl ows based on extracted content, and deliver data to other systems, 
such as SAP applications—all without human intervention. The intelligent 
recognition technology intuitively extracts information from documents and 
can be taught to fi nd data in both structured and unstructured file formats.

Auto classifi es large groups of documents and applies retention rules 
(eliminating manual steps). 

  Extracts content for indexing

  Eliminates the need to design templates or identify zones

  Extracts length detail from line items

  Launches workfl ows and business processes based on extracted data
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Records Management
DocFinity removes human error from the critical task of records 
management. DocFinity declares every item in the system a record and 
retention policies are applied as fi les are ingested based on document type.

You are also provided with all the features and functionality needed to 
comply with the rules and regulations passed down by the government:

» Ease compliance with Freedom of Information and Right to Know Laws.

» Automate the retention and disposal of documents.

» Assign user rights, render records in non-editable
formats, redact information, and view audit trails.

» Enable legal hold support and eDiscovery compliance.

As a local offi ce, you’re main concern is delivering services to the public 
as comprehensively and effi ciently as possible, while staying inline with 
conservative budgets. We understand your challenges and want to be a 
parter in helping you gain control of your documents, reducing storage costs, 
and freeing up budgetary funds for services or other technology advances. 

DocFinity® Document Management, Intelligent Capture, Records 
Management, Dashboards and other modules will assist you with:

 securely storing documents and information electronically and 
enabling quick access to authorized users

 mobile access to search, upload, and complete tasks from the 
fi eld and during face-to-face external meetings

 managing the lifecycle of information in compliance with stringent 
government regulations and internal policies

 streamlining distribution of work and automating tasks

 utilizing dashboards to monitor and prove effi ciencies gained

Integration 
The true power of DocFinity comes from integrating it 
with your line of business applications, such as your 
SAP systems. It enables staff to continue to work in their 
familiar environment while DocFinity pushes and pulls 
data and documents needed to make decisions with a 
click of your mouse. 

Document Management
DocFinity is changing the way you store and retrieve fi les. 
The DocFinity Core provides you with all of the features and 
functionality to upload, index, store, search for and retrieve 
documents. You can lock information down to the group level so that 
only authorized individuals can do things such as view multiple version of 
documents and download fi les, while the system audits every view, change, 
and movement. In addition, the Core provides functionality to upload fi les 
directly from Microsoft Word, Outlook, and SharePoint. And administration 
for the entire system is conducted from within the same intuitive interface. 

Because DocFinity provides instant and secure browser-based access to 
information, you can provide your staff with access to information outside 
the offi ce, and the public with self-service to apply for or gather information. 

Managing documents, improving 
processes, and automating retention.
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Records Management
DocFinity removes human error from the critical task of records 
management. DocFinity declares every item in the system a record and 
retention policies are applied as fi les are ingested based on document type.

You are also provided with all the features and functionality needed to 
comply with the rules and regulations passed down by the government:

» Ease compliance with Freedom of Information and Right to Know Laws.

» Automate the retention and disposal of documents.

» Assign user rights, render records in non-editable
formats, redact information, and view audit trails.

» Enable legal hold support and eDiscovery compliance.

As a local offi ce, you’re main concern is delivering services to the public 
as comprehensively and effi ciently as possible, while staying inline with 
conservative budgets. We understand your challenges and want to be a 
parter in helping you gain control of your documents, reducing storage costs, 
and freeing up budgetary funds for services or other technology advances. 

DocFinity® Document Management, Intelligent Capture, Records 
Management, Dashboards and other modules will assist you with:

 securely storing documents and information electronically and 
enabling quick access to authorized users

 mobile access to search, upload, and complete tasks from the 
fi eld and during face-to-face external meetings

 managing the lifecycle of information in compliance with stringent 
government regulations and internal policies

streamlining distribution of work and automating tasks

utilizing dashboards to monitor and prove efficiencies gained

Integration 
The true power of DocFinity comes from integrating it 
with your line of business applications, such as your 
SAP systems. It enables staff  to continue to work in their 
familiar environment while DocFinity pushes and pulls 
data and documents needed to make decisions with a 
click of your mouse. 

Document Management
DocFinity is changing the way you store and retrieve fi les. 
The DocFinity Core provides you with all of the features and 
functionality to upload, index, store, search for and retrieve 
documents. You can lock information down to the group level so that 
only authorized individuals can do things such as view multiple version of 
documents and download fi les, while the system audits every view, change, 
and movement. In addition, the Core provides functionality to upload fi les 
directly from Microsoft Word, Outlook, and SharePoint. And administration 
for the entire system is conducted from within the same intuitive interface.   

Because DocFinity provides instant and secure browser-based access to 
information, you can provide your staff with access to information outside 
the offi ce, and the public with self-service to apply for or gather information. 

Managing documents, improving 
processes, and automating retention.
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DocFinity Intelligent Capture
DocFinity Intelligent Capture powered by IRISXtract for Documents™, 
enables you to further automate the indexing of documents, trigger 
workfl ows based on extracted content, and deliver data to other systems, 
such as SAP applications—all without human intervention. The intelligent 
recognition technology intuitively extracts information from documents and 
can be taught to fi nd data in both structured and unstructured fi le formats.

  Auto classifi es large groups of documents and applies retention rules 
(eliminating manual steps). 

  Extracts content for indexing

  Eliminates the need to design templates or identify zones

  Extracts length detail from line items

  Launches workfl ows and business processes based on extracted data
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CDS is focused on long-term relationships rather than quarterly financial 
pressures, thanks to being a privately held, wholly owned subsidiary of a large, 
strong and stable corporate organization. We are a safe vendor of choice in a 
world of uncertainties including mergers or acquisitions.

Our long-term service contracts with governments that are re-competed and 
retained prove our levels of security, quality, efficiency and compliance. All 
government data that may involve Personally Identifiable Information (PII), 
Protected Health Information (PHI) or any other confidential information is 
hosted in the United States.

CDS serves over 200 customers including State, County, Local and Federal 
governments as well as higher educational institutions and commercial 
customers. Customers have been using DocFinity since 1986 with over 96% 
retention rate.

CDS is headquartered in Columbia, SC with offices in Dallas, TX; State College, PA 
and Catonsville, MD.




